## REBUILDING NATIVE NATIONS: OVERVIEW OF COURSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COURSE</th>
<th>IDEAL FOR</th>
<th>MODULES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **NATIVE NATION BUILDING Introductory Course (Cost: $75.00*)** | • Native nation leaders 
• Native youth 
• Tribal administrators 
• Program managers 
• Tribal employees 
• Anyone interested in Native nation building | ![Int Introduction to Native Nation Building](Introduction to Native Nation Building) ![Remaking the Tools of Governance](Remaking the Tools of Governance) ![Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building](Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building) ![Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward](Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward) ![Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation](Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation) ![Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success](Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success) ![Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool](Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool) ![Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk](Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk) ![Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?](Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?) |
| **ADMINISTRATION Short Course (Cost: $225.00*)** | • Native nation leaders 
• Tribal administrators 
• Program managers 
• Tribal employees 
• Tribal college and university faculty and students | ![Int Introduction to Native Nation Building](Introduction to Native Nation Building) ![Remaking the Tools of Governance](Remaking the Tools of Governance) ![Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building](Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building) ![Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward](Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward) ![Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation](Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation) ![Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success](Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success) ![Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool](Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool) ![Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk](Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk) ![Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?](Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?) |
| **CONSTITUTIONS Short Course (Cost: $225.00*)** | • Native nation leaders 
• Constitution reform committee members 
• Senior administrators, directors, and other tribal decision-makers 
• Tribal citizens | ![Int Introduction to Native Nation Building](Introduction to Native Nation Building) ![Remaking the Tools of Governance](Remaking the Tools of Governance) ![Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building](Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building) ![Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward](Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward) ![Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation](Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation) ![Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success](Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success) ![Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool](Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool) ![Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk](Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk) ![Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?](Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?) |
| **ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT Short Course (Cost: $225.00*)** | • Native nation leaders 
• Economic development staff 
• Tribal enterprise CEOs and managers 
• Tribal college and university faculty and students | ![Int Introduction to Native Nation Building](Introduction to Native Nation Building) ![Remaking the Tools of Governance](Remaking the Tools of Governance) ![Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building](Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building) ![Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward](Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward) ![Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation](Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation) ![Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success](Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success) ![Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool](Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool) ![Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk](Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk) ![Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?](Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?) |
| **INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS Short Course (Cost: $225.00*)** | • Native nation leaders 
• Tribal managers and employees who work with other governments 
• Staff of federal, state and other governmental agencies who work with Native nations | ![Int Introduction to Native Nation Building](Introduction to Native Nation Building) ![Remaking the Tools of Governance](Remaking the Tools of Governance) ![Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building](Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building) ![Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward](Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward) ![Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation](Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation) ![Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success](Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success) ![Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool](Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool) ![Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk](Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk) ![Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?](Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?) |
| **JUSTICE SYSTEMS Short Course (Cost: $225.00*)** | • Native nation leaders 
• Tribal court judges 
• Court clerks, administrators and other personnel 
• Attorneys and legal advocates who practice law in Indian Country | ![Int Introduction to Native Nation Building](Introduction to Native Nation Building) ![Remaking the Tools of Governance](Remaking the Tools of Governance) ![Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building](Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building) ![Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward](Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward) ![Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation](Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation) ![Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success](Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success) ![Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool](Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool) ![Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk](Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk) ![Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?](Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?) |
| **LEADERSHIP Short Course (Cost: $225.00*)** | • Current Native nation leaders 
• Up-and-coming leaders 
• Candidates seeking elected office in Native nations 
• Native nation youth councils 
• Tribal college and university faculty and students | ![Int Introduction to Native Nation Building](Introduction to Native Nation Building) ![Remaking the Tools of Governance](Remaking the Tools of Governance) ![Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building](Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building) ![Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward](Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward) ![Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation](Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation) ![Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success](Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success) ![Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool](Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool) ![Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk](Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk) ![Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?](Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?) |
| **REBUILDING NATIVE NATIONS Full Course (Cost: $675.00*)** | • Current Native nation leaders 
• Up-and-coming leaders of Native nations 
• Candidates seeking elected office in Native nations 
• Tribal employees 
• Tribal college and university faculty and students | ![Int Introduction to Native Nation Building](Introduction to Native Nation Building) ![Remaking the Tools of Governance](Remaking the Tools of Governance) ![Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building](Constitutions: Critical Components of Native Nation Building) ![Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward](Justice Systems: Moving Your Nation Forward) ![Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation](Administration: Getting Things Done for the Nation) ![Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success](Nation-Owned Enterprises: Building and Sustaining Success) ![Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool](Citizen Entrepreneurship: An Important Economic Development Tool) ![Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk](Intergovernmental and Intertribal Relations: Walking the Sovereignty Walk) ![Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?](Rebuilding Native Nations: What Do Leaders Do?) |

*Organizational Rate (6-49): (20% discount) | Introductory Course: $60.00 | Short Courses: $180.00 | Full Course: $540.00 |

*Organizational Rate (50+): (30% discount) | Introductory Course: $52.50 | Short Courses: $157.50 | Full Course: $472.50 |